
RISING STARS ASSESSMENT WRITING SERVICES

Writing Assessment Tasks, available for Years 2 to 6, include half-termly tasks There is one long composition task per
half term to assess writing skills Services Team on or email primary@carriagehouseautoresto.com

What you then do with the questions is your choice! Recognising your talent, not your background We believe
it's not who you know but what you know. You can print professional-looking test papers with your school
name and logo, export to whiteboard view to display in your classroom, save the test to continue later or send
a link to your colleagues to access. We have ensured that your tests will print as professional looking papers
and that the whiteboard view makes it ideal for classroom use as well as lesson preparation. Though school
cupboards are full of old curriculum test questions, to ensure children are best prepared for the content and
challenges of the new national tests, teachers told us they were looking for a quality-assured bank of new
curriculum questions to aid teaching and learning. These have been developed by our expert author team and
are ready to print and use with your class, or you can save a copy and change them to meet your needs. Unlike
other question banks, Rising Stars Assessment Bank contains only questions written for the new curriculum
with the correct vocabulary used in the new national tests. General enquiries. We will build your unique rising
stars package around you. Introducing Rising Stars Assessment Bank! Rising Stars Assessment Bank is a bank
of quality test questions written for the new curriculum with a powerful search tool to help you find the
questions you need in seconds. In addition to the ever-growing bank of questions, we will continue to add
topical, ready-made tests to the bank each term. Rising Stars is all about recognising your talent, not your
background. Or, you can enter keywords into the search bar. The scheme will work with big graduate
recruiters to give a select number of Essex students development opportunities and experiences so you can
build your CV and become the kind of candidate who brings everything and more to the table. Who wants in?
If you are a final year undergraduate, head to Generation Essex to see how this scheme specifically for Essex
final year undergraduates can enrich and develop your career. It contains thousands of questions for grammar,
punctuation, spelling and mathematics, all written by assessment experts with experience in writing for the
national tests. The scheme will re-open for applications in Autumn  We believe assessment tools should be
intuitive to use, time-saving and constantly growing. This means you can assess your children with confidence
and best prepare them for test success. The scheme aims to recognise your abilities and skills in order to help
you gain access to professions and remove the possibility of barriers to entry due to background. The EssexCV
pack Our Essex CV pack takes you through the CV-writing process from beginning to end, helping you
showcase the full extent of your skills and experience, promote yourself to employers and get the opportunity
you really want. Search for jobs and internships, create a CV from scratch, upskill yourself, book on to
employability events and workshops, find out about Generation Essex, Frontrunners and more from any
device. You'll learn new skills to enhance your CV and get paid a bursary.


